The Quest Australian Equities Concentrated Portfolio is a
Separately Managed Account (SMA), actively managed by
Quest Asset Partners Pty Limited. Our objective is to
outperform the S&P/ASX300 Accumulation Index. The SMA
structure allows the investor to retain beneficial ownership of
securities via a custodian while maximising transactional
visibility. A unit trust is unable to provide this level of visibility.

November was an excellent month for our portfolio with
returns well above the benchmark. The portfolio built on
above index returns in October with a further gain of
over 6% for investors in November. The ASX 300
accumulation index rose by 3.1% in November.
The strong performance is driven by a range of stocks
within the portfolio with a quarter of our holdings rising
more than 10% in the month.
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In attribution terms, the Quest portfolio had multiple
winners in owned stocks and a boost from non-owned
bank stocks. Financials were the poorest sector this
month.
The Quest twelve month return is now just under 30%
pre fees.
The AUD/USD fell slightly to 67.6 cents. Gold fell 2.8%
to US$1,473. Iron Ore rose 4.8% to $87t with seasonal
restocking likely to push it higher. Oil rose 2% to
US$60.70.
Late in November, our pre IPO investment in Carbon
Revolution listed at a premium to float price and well
above the pre IPO price. The debut was particularly
impressive given the number of failed IPO’s in recent
weeks and suggests the market will fund a good
business at a reasonable price. The incremental
performance is not included as yet in the November
performance summary.
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Our best absolute performers were Catapult up 60%, Alacer
Gold up a further 23%, A2 Milk up 23%, Xero up 18% and
James Hardie up 16%. CSL, Magellan Financial, Telstra and
Amcor were all up 11%.
Prospa was weak after a surprise downgrade only months after
listing. Prospa fell 60%. Prospa is the market leader in online
lending to small and medium size businesses.
The portfolio has comfortably outperformed the index despite
the fall in Prospa shares.
Catapult shares popped 60% with the announcement of new
CEO Will Lopes ex Audible (Amazon) joining the company. Mr
Lopes wasted no time meeting investors who have obviously
received the appointment positively. Catapult had already been
running well but resolution here has unleashed a new round of
investor interest. Our entry price in Catapult is $1.10 with the
price closing at $2.20 in November.
Alacer Gold is a regular in this monthly after bursting ahead by
over 200% this year. Alacer have now commissioned the new
sulphur oxide plant at their Copler mine in northern Turkey. It
has been a great year for Alacer who have also found
promising additional gold oxide resources near the existing
oxide mine. Alacer is in a position to produce gold from both
oxide and sulphur ore over the next few years. The company
has shrugged off a “no go” phase from investors during the
political turbulence of recent years. Interestingly, Turkey was
one of the world’s strongest markets this month.
A2 Milk has had a good run since our purchase a few months
ago. An earning update at the November AGM was very well
received and the stock has added 22% in November.

High performance automobile wheel manufacturer Carbon
Revolution listed in late November. The code is CBR. Some
Quest portfolios were pre IPO investors in Carbon Revolution
Convertible Notes. These Notes have now converted to
shares. The shares traded strongly on debut. The
performance of Carbon Revolution has not yet been included
in the November figures. Quest portfolios that are mandated
to invest at a pre IPO level have a cost base per share of
$1.52. Other funds have stock at the float price of $2.60.
Carbon is trading now at $3.45.
Cash at the end of October was approximately 5%.

Austrian automotive specialist AVL estimates that a
fully electric car will need to travel 128,000 kilometres
before delivering any environmental benefit. AVL
estimates that the emissions from manufacturing a
60 kWh battery are equivalent to that of an entire
internal combustion engine car. AVL are an
automotive consulting firm based in Graz, Austria.

The Quest team invest to make an above average return. We
pay little heed to an index.
We research investments from the ground up and invest based
on our assessed valuation. We seek minimum 15% upside. This
valuation becomes our target price.
A Quest portfolio includes known names such as CSL and RIO
and James Hardie. We also look to add value outside of the
major stocks, recent examples being Prospa, Alacer Gold,
Catapult, Opticomm, Carbon Revolution and pre IPO bank
disrupter Lendi.

CSL reached another new high in November at $284.97 and is
now up 52% this year after gaining 31% in 2018 and 41% in
2017. CSL is now the second largest company in Australia
behind Commonwealth Bank and closed the month at $283.48.

The portfolio typically carries a number of mid and smaller cap
stocks where we believe our experience in this field gives us an
advantage.

There were no stocks added in November. Quest sold our
Westpac holding in October. Our only bank is CBA which is
Australia’s largest company. We rate CBA higher than the other
banks due to a strong capital position, IT capability, level of
deposit funding and a younger client base.
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Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by Quest Asset Partners Pty Limited, AFSL 279207 (wholesale), ABN 47 109 448 802. It should be regarded as general information only rather than advice.
It has been prepared without taking into account any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Whilst Quest has used its best endeavours to ensure the information within this
document is accurate it cannot be relied upon in any way and recipients must make their own enquiries concerning the accuracy of the information within. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future performance. All performance figures are based on the JBWere Multi-Asset platform seed portfolio. Performance can vary by platform and client due to mandate
restrictions and other constraints. Before making any financial investment decisions we recommend recipients obtain legal and taxation advice appropriate to their particular needs.
Investment in a Quest Asset Partners Separately Managed Account can only be made on completion of all the required documentation. As Quest hold a wholesale AFS licence, this report
should not be passed on to any retail client.
The Lonsec Rating (assigned August 2019) presented in this document is published by Lonsec Research Pty Ltd ABN 11 151 658 561 AFSL 421 445. The Rating is limited to “General
Advice” (as defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)) and based solely on consideration of the investment merits of the financial product(s). Past performance information is for illustrative
purposes only and is not indicative of future performance. It is not a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold Quest Asset Partners Pty Limited product(s), and you should seek independent
financial advice before investing in this product(s). The Rating is subject to change without notice and Lonsec assumes no obligation to update the relevant document(s) following
publication. Lonsec receives a fee from the Fund Manager for researching the product(s) using comprehensive and objective criteria.
For further information regarding Lonsec’s Ratings methodology, please refer to our website at: http://www.lonsecresearch.com.au/research-solutions/our-ratings

